


















Senior World Championships

The 2009 world championships
took place in Antalya, Turkey.
Britain fielded full teams at all

weapons except men’s sabre, where
Neil Hutchison was our sole
representative.

MEN’S FOIL
With Richard Kruse automatically
qualifying for a bye to the L64, the
preliminary poules were fought by
Laurence Halsted, Jamie Kenber and
Ed Jefferies. Halsted and Kenber won
all six of their bouts to join Kruse in
the L64, while Jefferies dropped just
one, but he had a poule of six so that
pulled him down the ranking and
made him fence in the preliminary
DE, where he lost to Baboglu (TUR)
12-15. In the L64 Halsted and Kenber
went down to Hedenskog (SWE) 10-
15 and Leu (CHN) 8-15 respectively.
Kruse beat Or (ISR) 15-10 and then
Khovansky (RUS) 15-9 to reach the
L16 where he fell to Getz (USA) 11-
15. The final tableau saw Andrea
Baldini of Italy just overcome his
team-mate Cassara 15-14 in the
quarter-finals before beating Sedov
(RUS) 15-6 and Zhu (CHN) 15-11 to
win his first world championship
title.

In the team event GB were seeded
7th and had a bye to the L16 where
they beat Canada 45-29 before
meeting the second seeds, Russia, in
the quarter-finals. This was a slow-
scoring but close match, which we
lost by the narrowest of margins 33-
34. There were several equally close
matches, with Japan beating USA 45-
44, China beating France 34-33 and
Italy beating China 35-34. In the final
there was no stopping Italy as they
beat Germany 45-41. Overall, GB
moved up a place to finish sixth in
the world, ahead of France and
Poland.

WOMEN’S FOIL
All three Britons – Anna Bentley,
Martina Emanuel and Claire Bennett
– won three out of five bouts in the
poules, but all went straight out in
the L64, Bennett and Emanuel by one
hit to Singh (USA) and Dai (CHN)
respectively and Bentley 6-15 to
Korobeinikova (RUS). Having won
eight of the last ten world and
Olympic titles, Italy’s great champion
Valentina Vezzali, now aged 35,
finally relinquished her grip on
women’s foil, losing in the quarter-
finals to her compatriot Di Francisca.
The event was won by Russia’s Aida
Shanaeva, who just beat Jeon (KOR)
12-11.

GB were seeded 17th in the team
event and beat the 16th seeds,
Kazakhstan 40-32 before coming up
against the best in the world, Italy,
and losing 23-45.

MEN’S EPEE
In the preliminary poules Tom
Cadman won four out of six bouts,
but James Taylor and Tom Bennett
only managed one each and were
eliminated. Cadman won his first DE
fight before losing a close fight in the
L64 against the eventual champion,
Anton Avdeev (RUS), 13-15. Avdeev
continued to live dangerously, just
overcoming the reigning Olympic
champion, Tagliariol (ITA), 15-14 in
the final.

GB were seeded 21st in the team event
and lost 31-41 to the USA. The French,
who have completely dominated the
epee team championship in recent
years, won their seventh title in eight
years. Interestingly, the only year in
that period when they won the
individual title was also the one year
they did not win the team event.

WOMEN’S EPEE
Corinna Lawrence won four bouts
and Elisa Albina three out of six in
the poules. In the preliminary
tableau, Lawrence beat Ilic (SRB) 15-
10, but Albini lost to Courtney Hurley
(USA) by the same margin. In the L64
Lawrence went down to Xu (CHN)
12-15. A slow-scoring final saw
Lubov Shutova (RUS) edge out
Canada’s Sherraine Schalm 9-8 in
extra time.

Seeded 20th, Britain lost to Sweden
34-41 in the team championship.
Italy, whose best performance in the
individual was 14th and who had not
won a women’s epee team medal
since 1996, stormed through the
field, smashing Poland 45-31 in the
final.

MEN’S SABRE
Neil Hutchison took a while to warm
up, winning only two out of six bouts
in his poule. But he then beat Keita
(SEN) 15-7 and in the L64 gave the
No. 1 seed and eventual champion,
Nicolas Limbach of Germany, the
toughest fight of the championship,
before losing a close match 13-15.
Limbach beat Dumitrescu (ROM) 15-
11 in the final. But the Romanian
helped his country to their first team
championship victory, in which they
beat the reigning world champions,
France, in the quarter-finals and then
Hungary before nailing the rampant
Italians 45-44 in the final.

WOMEN’S SABRE
Joanna Hutchison won all five of her
poule bouts, Chrystall Nicoll and
Katherine Kempe each won four out
of five and Louise Bond-Williams won
three out of six before going out in
the preliminary DE. Nicoll and Kempe
were unfortunate to draw each other

Senior World
Championships
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Preparing for Competition

TheSWORD12

WHAT IS YOUR BACKGROUND?
As a former GB track and field athlete
who sustained numerous injuries, I
have always had an appreciation of
athletic injury and performance. Having
completed a Sport and Exercise Science
degree at Loughborough University, I
went on to do a Physiotherapy degree
at the University of East London and
spent a few years working for the NHS
at Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital. I
then worked in a number of different
professional sporting environments,
including athletics, football and
rugby, which has given me a broad
understanding of the requirements of
elite sport. I have been with the
English Institute of Sport (EIS) for just
over a year and am based at the Lee
Valley High Performance Centre.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN
WORKING WITH FENCERS?
I have worked with fencing for the last
year and just over half my working
week is with fencers, the rest being
spent with athletes from an array of
sports in the London region. I have
learnt a great deal about fencing
from the coaches and athletes, and
am able to bring ideas and systems
of working from the other sports I
am involved with. It is crucial that EIS
practitioners are immersed in the
sport as much as possible to develop
close relationships. We all have the
same shared goals and are working
together to achieve them. On a
personal level, it has been great
working with such a receptive and
forward thinking sport. There is a
dearth of research specific to
fencing, so we have had to work
closely with the athletes and coaches
to understand the unique demands
of the sport.

WHAT ARE THE UNIQUE
DEMANDS OF FENCING?
Fencing’s unilateral, change of
direction and ballistic nature makes
it a highly demanding sport
physically. Fencers are required to
possess a spectrum of different
physical attributes to tolerate and
perform a variety of dynamic,
rotational and repetitive movements.
These attributes include speed,
reactivity, coordination, agility and
balance, as well as more technical
and psychological components. With
the elite foil squad we have worked
hard to develop an injury risk
minimisation strategy.

CAN YOU EXPAND ON THAT?
The nature of sport is such that
athletes push their bodies to the
threshold of human tolerance.
Consequently, injury at some point is
almost inevitable. Our aim is to
minimise this risk and maximise the
athlete’s ability to sustain a training
load and hence enhance
performance. The strategy is
designed to reduce the time lost
from training and competition. We
have developed a repeatable and
objective assessment tool that
screens a variety of different
components, including elements
such as movement control, stability,
mobility and muscle capacity, as well
as a biomechanical assessment. We
look for compensation strategies and
imbalances amongst other things, as
well as other elements that are
known risk factors for injury. Each
athlete is then given a management
plan from the strength and
conditioning coach and myself, in
conjunction with their own coach.
Such measures are now the norm in

elite sport as a shift has occurred
from a reactive model of athlete
management to one that seeks to
prevent injury occurring in the first
place.

WHAT IS YOUR ROLE WHEN
SUPPORTING THE SQUAD
DURING AN INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION AND HOW IS THAT
DIFFERENT FROM YOUR DAY TO
DAY SUPPORT AT HOME?
Non-competition days are spent
treating athletes, doing recovery
work or attending meetings with the
team. In the UK I work closely with
the coach, athletes and the doctor, so
I know each individual athlete’s
requirements when we are away at
events. It is always very busy on
competition days when fencers
require input throughout the day to
ensure they’re ready for each round.

WHAT SORT OF TREATMENT DO
YOU GIVE COMPETITORS
DURING TOURNAMENTS?
Obviously the aim is to ensure that
athletes are as resilient as possible
during competitions. I work closely
with the doctor to assess and
manage new injuries quickly, utilising
interventions such as manual therapy,
manipulation, acupuncture, massage
and taping. It can entail some
extremely long days, as preparation
for the competition can start at 6 am
and sometimes won’t finish in the
clinic till 11 pm. If an athlete is
injured on the piste, the FIE doctor will
make a decision about the nature and
severity of the injury and whether
treatment is required; if it is, I am
allowed 10 minutes to treat the
athlete.

Preparing for
Competition

The Sword talks to Joe Collins, GB foil team physiotherapist
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After the article on Smarter Goal
Setting in the last issue, I have
received many emails concerning

sports performance topics and will
try to mention as many as possible.

We all have that song that gives us a
great feeling, motivates us to do
well, energises us and fuels our
performance. I have seen countless
athletes switch from a situation of
mental mutiny to complete control
and focus in just a few seconds. This
article will address the use of music
as a motivational tool and clearly
illustrate how to optimise the use of
your iPod/MP3 player.

Just as motivation is the key to
adhering to exercise, music is the key
to maintaining motivation. Research
at Brunel University (the leading
university in motivational music) has
shown that fast (trance) music will
enable athletes to run for 15% longer
than any other genre. Music has been
found to increase brain function and
verbal fluency through stimulation of
the nervous system. Furthermore, fast
music has been correlated to
increased motor skill ability,
increased respiration and heart rates,
leading to a significant increase in
exercise motivation. On the other
hand, slow music is related to a
decrease in stress and arousal levels,
and is mostly associated with athlete
relaxation.

Although I can tell you what tracks
certain teams or individuals listen to,
to gain focus – the England Rugby
team listen to Lose Yourself by
Eminem in their changing room and
Barack Obama is reported to have
listened to Bob Dylan’s Maggie’s Farm
before his many presidential speeches
– everyone is different and the songs
must be specific to you.

Before you choose your song, you
must have a clear understanding of
how you behave before your fights.
Are you nervous, laid back,
aggressive, indifferent, uptight?
Perhaps you have a mixture of
several different feelings. The
majority of fencers I work with need
psyching up and fast music is
definitely the key to successful
performances. I would suggest that
only one fifth of fencers need slow
music to focus them before fights,
lower their heart rate and prevent
any performance decrease. There are
always fencers who thrive on nervous
energy and may not need any music
to help with performance. However, I
feel (due to research and working
with athletes in a variety of sports)
that music will have a significant
effect on success of all individuals.

I recently organised a focus group
debate with international-standard
fencers to list several songs on a playlist
entitled “Winning”. Here are some of
the answers they came up with:

Touch the Sky – Kanye West
Beautiful Day – U2
Lose Yourself – Eminem
Born to Run – Bruce Springsteen
Proud – Heather Small
Eye of the Tiger – Survivor
Fighter – Christina Aguilera
Fire – Kasabian
The Middle – Jimmy Eat World
Self Esteem – The Offspring

The song for you must have an
anchor. By this I mean it should be
linked to a memory – for example the
first song you heard in the car after
winning a tournament, as this will
help you to remember how you were
feeling and hopefully recreate a
similar emotion. Furthermore, the

lyrics should be meaningful. Heather
Small’s song Proud asks “What have
you done today to make you feel
proud?” This can evoke the anchor
effect and can refocus the athlete
when required. Anchors will stir up
emotions and change the way an
individual behaves in just a few
seconds. This is ideal for any situation
where a fencer has lost control and
needs to regain focus, or simply
wishes to maintain the required level
of arousal.

Music is an excellent motivational
tool and can be used to enhance
performance straight away. With the
development of MP3 players, it is
easily accessible for everyone and
very effective if used appropriately. If
you have any questions about using
music to enhance performance, please
email me jon@highperformance.pro
and I will get back to you as soon as
possible. ■

Jon Rhodes

Jon has been involved with high
performance sport for several years.
After completing his MSc at
Portsmouth University in 2007, he went
on to work for Portsmouth Football
Club and teach at the University of
Winchester. He moved to London to
work alongside the elite sports science
team at the National Tennis Centre,
and then with GB judo athletes at the
British Performance Institute. Jon has
spent the last year developing his own
sports science consultancy company,
specialising in sports psychology,
strength and conditioning and video
analysis. He currently runs a
successful strength and conditioning
academy in Kent, is the performance
manager for several fencing clubs,
and lectures in sports psychology at
colleges and universities.

Motavational
Music
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The tactical preparation of a
fencer is the main part in his
development as a competitor.
That is the most difficult part of
his training, but also the most
practical one.

VITALI ARKADIEV

Even the most perfect execution of an
action (sensory-motor skill) in a fencing
bout, although very important, is not
enough. A fencer must learn certain
tactical skills, among other things a
sense of timing – how to take an
opponent by surprise. Preparatory
actions, well chosen and executed,
facilitate the successful application of
real actions. In this article, I will
describe the most important
preparatory actions: reconnaissance –
exploratory actions; conceiving one’s
own intention; misleading the
opponent; directing the opponent’s
game; manoeuvring on the piste;
hindering the opponent’s game.

Once a fencer has learned the
mechanisms of basic fencing
movements, the activity loses
its primary, total physical
requirements and becomes
more of a mental exercise.
Concentration, self-control and
a quick decision command
muscles and reflexes for
successful scoring.

MICHEL ALAUX

All young fencers experience a great
deal of difficulty when it comes to
their first free bouts. Although they
have been taught a variety of
movements, on their own facing an
active opponent they do not know
which movements to use and when.
Slowly, after many encounters, they
learn to evaluate opponents and
choose the most appropriate action in
a given tactical situation.

The selection of the right stroke is
probably the most basic tactical ability
of a fencer. This is closely connected
with timing (feeling of surprise) and
acuity of perception. Tactics can be
defined in a simplified manner as
applying technique in a bout. More
precisely, tactics are a fencer's
application of technical knowledge,
motor qualities and psychological
preparedness for the purpose of
winning a bout or achieving the best
score, taking into consideration the
strength, technique, fencing style and
tactics of an opponent.

Technique and Tactics
Technical versatility is the base of
richness of tactics and enables a fencer
to surprise an opponent, not only by
speed and choice of time, but also by
variety of action. It is well known from
practical experience that excellent
technique, in the narrow sense of the
word, does not guarantee success in
competition. Important though it
undoubtedly is, technique must be
combined in a bout with physical and
psychological abilities and tactical
capabilities.

It is obvious that a fencer should not
think about how to execute a stroke
during a bout, but must concentrate
on watching the opponent and
preparing tactics. This is why a
fencer’s technique must be highly
automated and flexible. If we say that
the role of technique is to enhance
tactics, then we have to emphasise
that the real base of tactics and
tactical abilities is technique. We
mean technique, however, in the
wider sense of the word: not limited
only to a structure of movement,
which some conservative fencing
masters have thought up till now, but
as an elastic and universal knowledge
combined with a whole gamut of
special qualities.

The following technical and other
qualities help in the development of
tactics:
● A high degree of automation of

movements and their relaxed,
economical and purposeful
execution.

● The ability, when executing a
movement, to take into
consideration time, space and the
whole tactical situation.

● Speed of movement, its correct
rhythm and the capacity to
accelerate or change the direction
of the movement.

● Speed of simple and other sensory-
motor responses.

● Co-ordination, dexterity and
swiftness of movements; the ability
to apply and execute the same
stroke in a fast and variable
manner, depending on conditions.

● Control of muscular contraction and
relaxation at the appropriate times.

● The ability to fluently build up
compound actions, based on
simple basic strokes.

● Fencing-specific endurance in all its
aspects, combating muscular, sensory,
mental and emotional tiredness.

● The ability to reproduce, in actual
movements, the mental picture of
an action.

● High quality of neuro-physiological
processes connected with the
execution and application of fencing
actions: sense of timing, selective
perception, precision and speed of
perception, qualities of attention
(high concentration, wide attention
span, divisibility of attention),
operative thinking and memory.

The most important factors in tactics
are:
● The ability to assess, in a fraction of

a second, the situation on the piste
(speed and accuracy of perception
on a higher conceptual functional
level).

Aspects of Tactics:
Part 1–

Preparatory Actions

TheSWORD16

Aspects of Tactics
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● The ability to perform an action
unforeseen by the opponent. The
best tactical application of a new
stroke creates a situation in which
an opponent has difficulty in
anticipating the timing, speed, and
real intention of a fencer.

In trying to hit while avoiding being hit,
one has to forestall one's opponent.
In foil and sabre, a fencer tries to get
priority in the eyes of the referee,
which nowadays leads to the abuse of
conventional rules. In epee, one has to
be literally faster than one's
opponent. The need to score hits ‘in
good time’ means not only the speed
of movement, but also, and most of
all, more selective, precise and quicker
transformation of information. To win,
a fencer has to think quicker and to
see more than the opponent. In
competition, slow movements are not
so dangerous as slowness of seeing,
thinking and taking decisions.

It is very important for a fencer to be
able to come close to an opponent in a
bout, in a situation most inconvenient
for that opponent. Generally, the
purpose of many preparatory
movements on the piste is to get
within the opponent's critical distance,
at the same time keeping the initiative
and the possibility of ending the action,
when the opponent has a lapse of
concentration, is off-balance, is
preparing an attack, or is surprised by a
sudden change of rhythm or distance.
It is also important to predict an
opponent's movement and intention
without revealing one's own intention.
A fencer's tactical mastery depends a
lot on repertoire and the quality of
preparatory actions, allowing more
effective use of the ultimate ‘real’
actions with which to score a hit.

After watching important international
events in fencing for a great many years
(I have been involved in fencing for
more than 70 years), I have come to
the conclusion that the principal
tactical characteristics of top fencers
are as follows:

1. The ability to successfully execute
relatively uncomplicated actions (simple
attacks, attacks with one feint, attacks
preceded by an action on the blade,
parry-riposte, simple counter-attacks,
short phrases).

A first-intention simple attack is very
effective, although difficult to carry out.
The success of such an attack depends
on timing, speed, precision and

acceleration. Simplicity of style and
movements should not be confused
with a one-sided or poor technical
repertoire. Simplicity and crudeness
are definitely not the same.

In training, however, one should also
use complicated movements because,
used from time to time, they are very
effective and are a first-class means
of developing many technical fencing
abilities.

2. The ability to make a variety of actions
and tactics; this is characterised by:
● a relatively large number of strokes

(rich technique).
● varied actions – offensive, defensive,

counterattacks, simple and
compound.

● various ways of executing the same
strokes depending on the situation.

● clever use of preparatory actions.
● alternative use of premeditated

(foreseen), unpremeditated
(unforeseen) and partly anticipated
actions.

● various solutions to the same
tactical situation, both in offensive
and defensive actions.

Variety of tactical movements, both
preparatory and ultimate, confuses
opponents, causing uncertainty and
difficulty in planning their own actions.
It is worth emphasising this because
some fencing masters and fencers
maintain that it is enough to master a
few very well-trained strokes. Such
limited training leads to a one-sided
fencer who cannot cope with the great
variety of styles found in opponents.

Fencers should try not to rely too heavily
on their favourite strokes, thus avoiding
the danger of losing the element of
surprise and of ossification of their
repertoire. Over-use of favourite actions
in training bouts may lead to them
becoming reflex-compulsory actions,
used in the most inappropriate
situations.

3. A highly characteristic style of fencing
and the practical application of their
doctrines. Looking at the technique and
style of great fencers, one can recognise
the influence of particular fencing
schools and masters. Apart from these,
it is the fencer's individuality which has
the greatest influence upon style and
tactics: height, traits of temperament,
agility, power of concentration and
various other traits of personality.

In training, a fencer needs to master
the correct and most typical sensory-

motor skills of fencing technique. But
a fencing master should resist the
temptation to impose the same
technique and style on all pupils,
rather undertaking the difficult task of
helping each fencer to find their own
style. In international competitions,
there are successful fencers who
represent totally different schools and
styles. Fencers wishing to blindly
imitate great champions, should be
warned that the technique and tactics
useful for one fencer can be
completely useless for others.

Type of nervous system and traits of
temperament are very important
factors in building up a fencer's own
style of fencing and tactics. It is
known, for example, that only a fencer
with a strong, lively and balanced
temperament and with great mobility
of neuro-physiological processes can
base his style and tactics on lightning-
speed improvisation, using unforeseen
actions based on compound – mostly
choice – reaction. On the other hand,
a phlegmatic fencer who is not so fast
and whose nervous processes have a
certain amount of inertia, must base his
style and tactics on careful observation
and premeditated actions, taking
advantage of simple reaction, and
using mostly second-intention actions.

Various types of Preparatory
Actions

Success depends to a great
extent on the fencer’s ability to
deal with the opponent’s game:
to evaluate his strong points as
well as take advantage of his
weaknesses.

MICHEL ALAUX

All fencing actions, from the point of
view of tactics, can be divided into actual
(ultimate – real) actions and preparatory
actions. Actual actions are ultimate
specific actions intended to ward off
or score a hit directly (first intention)
or indirectly (second intention).

Preparatory actions are numerous and
varied fencing actions, not intended
to score a hit directly or indirectly, but
facilitating and preparing the successful
application of actual actions. They are
often neglected in training and yet they
play an important part in competition.
Preparatory actions in a bout serve
the following tactical purposes:

● General assessment of the situation.
● Misleading the opponent.

Aspects of Tactics

“
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● Drawing certain actions from the
opponent and subtly directing the
opponent's game.

● Manoeuvring, gaining the field of
play and preparing one's own attacks.

● Hindering the opponent's
concentration and assessment of
distance.

An obvious lack of appreciation of
preparatory actions in modern sabre
is one of the symptoms of its
degeneration. Sabreurs, nowadays,
ignore an apt remark of the old
master Vincento Saviolo, “Some set
upon their enemies with rage and fury
after the fashion of Rameses, and for
the most part come to misfortune.”
[1] Preparatory actions play an
important part in foil and, above all,
in epee, which has recently become
the most spectacular, versatile,
technical and ‘honest’ weapon.

Generally speaking, however, a
fencer's tactical mastery depends a
lot on the repertoire and cleverness of
preparatory actions. Some of the
greatest fencers use only a limited
number of real actions, but prepare
their application with great variety
and ingenuity. It is important for a
fencer to be able to change
preparation into a real action, as well
as to deceive the opponent by a long
slow preparation followed by an
accelerated real action – for example,
a slow preparatory lunge and a fast
renewal of the attack by fleche.

Preparatory actions often contain
several tactical goals. For example, a
false attack serves the purpose of
reconnoitring the opponent's reaction,
revealing their intention, providing
misleading information about one’s
own intention, and getting good
distance for a fast real attack. Let us
now briefly describe some types of
preparatory actions.

Reconnaissance
The aims of reconnaissance
preparatory actions are as varied as
their forms. The general aim is the
assessment of the opponent's
strengths and style of fencing and
orientation in the tactical situation
during the course of a bout. This
entails evaluation of tactical type,
technical possibilities, intentions and
psychological state. Among the more
detailed aims of reconnaissance, by
means of exploratory movements, is
an attempt to answer the following
questions about opponents:

● In which situation do they attack
most often?

● Which are their favourite strokes?
● Taken by surprise, do they parry or

counter-attack?
● How do they react to various

movements, such as a jump forward,
sudden attack, beat on the blade?

● What are the external signs of their
concentration or lack of
concentration?

● Do they change posture prior to an
attack?

● Do they unwittingly betray intention
or are they trying to mislead their
real intention?

Reconnaissance of the opponent's
defence is carried out by the initial
movements of various attacks, or
complete false attacks with a slightly
shorter reach. Sometimes, in order to
assess the opponent’s defensive system,
technique and speed, it is necessary
to engage in an exchange of parry and
riposte. This, of course, is dangerous,
but provides good information.

Evaluation of the opponent's reaction
to various attacks, feints, actions on the
blade and other actions is carried out
by means of cautious isolated execution
of these strokes, accompanied by steps
forward or a half lunge. A general
impression of the opponent's
technique, style and speed is gained
not only in the actual bout, but also
by careful observation of warm-up
exercises, pre-competition lessons
and, above all, by watching the
opponent fence with others.

The importance of reconnaissance to
the fencer cannot be exaggerated.
This is why lessons should not be
limited to practising and perfecting
ultimate actions, but should also
comprise exploratory and other
preparatory movements. In applying a
fencing stroke, it is not only the actual
execution of the stroke that counts, but
also the perception and anticipation
of the opponent's movements.

Counteracting the opponent's
reconnaissance consists essentially of
two kinds of closely connected
preparatory actions:
1. Concealing one's own intentions.
2. Misleading the opponent.

Concealing
This is the more passive form of
counteraction against the opponent's
reconnaissance. In essence, it consists
of the ability to not betray – by

unnecessary gestures and movements
– one's own intention or state of
mind. This is possible only when a
fencer, in the course of training, has
learned to discriminate finely between
real and false actions. This ability is
based on compound differential
reaction, allowing discrimination
between very similar stimuli.

Misleading
This may be described as an active
form of counteracting the opponent's
reconnaissance. On recognising the
opponent's exploratory movement,
the fencer ‘shows’ a certain line of
action but, when the real attack
comes, uses a completely different
stroke. The active and passive forms
of counteracting the opponent's
reconnaissance lead to a subtle and
crafty psychological struggle – the
greater part of it often taking place in
the heads of both fencers. Charles de
Beaumont summed up this point
excellently when he said, “Fencing is
a game of subtlety, and bluff can be
met with counter-bluff.” [2]

A fencer who is making a
reconnaissance has to decide whether
the opponent's reaction to an
exploratory movement is really an
unwitting betrayal of intention or an
attempt to purposefully mislead. If
the movement seems to be a betrayal
of intention, the fencer then has to
decide whether the opponent has
noticed the mistake or not. In
accordance with each of these
possibilities, the fencer's action must,
of course, be different.

Controlling
A good fencer not only takes
advantage of the opponent's mistakes
and of certain tactical situations arising
during the progress of the bout, but
tries actively to create such tactical
situations – warding off an attack to
score with a riposte or to launch an
attack in a favourable situation. By
the use of certain moves, a fencer
draws the opponent's movements
and actions, influences tactics and
even psychological mood; in short,
tries to control the opponent's game.

This ability allows a fencer to foresee
and even provoke the opponent's
movements. The most typical and
extreme example of drawing the
opponent's action is the second-
intention false attack with the object
of drawing a counter-attack or parry-
riposte, which can then be dealt with
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Men’s Sabre (63)
1. WALKER Henry [TRURO]
2. BOTELER Harry [ETON COL]
3= AIYENURO Soji [CAMDEN]
3= LAWRENCE Chris [BEDFORD]
5. SLANKARD Kirk [MX]
6. ARTESI Fabio [CAMDEN]
7. ROGERSON Noah [TRURO]
8. JENNINGS Patrick [RIVINGTON PARK]
9. SIMMONS John [SHAKESPEARE]
10. WILLIAMS Gruffydd [DDRAIG WERN]
11. EDMUNDSON Sam [MX]
12. McLEOD Michael [TAUNTON]
13. MCPHERSON Robert [TRURO]
14. HERING Michael [NLSC]
15. YOUNG Sebastian [SHAKESPEARE]
16. VEITCH Robert [SHEFFIELD]
17. GANDER-COMPTON Jacob

[BRENTWOOD]
18. ARTESI Gianfranco [CAMDEN]
19= HORRIX Jack [CAMDEN]
19= ROBINSON Philip [BRENTWOOD]
21. WILLIAMS Nick [NLSC]
22. BROWN Alex [BRENTWOOD]
23. DOWSE Nialle [MX]
24. DUNTON Andrew [EDINBURGH]
25. BRITTON Greg [CHILWELL]
26. WILLIAMSON Andrew [EDINBURGH]
27. CAVACIUTI Nick [NLSC]
28. HENDRA Tom [TRURO]
29. WOODBURN Fraser [TRURO]
30. SLINGSBY-SMITH Zachary [TAUNTON]
31. DEARY William [TRURO]
32. COOPER Sam [SHAKESPEARE]

Women’s Sabre (37)
1. RIDGEON Verity [SCIMITAR]
2. JONES Libby [DDRAIG WERN]
3= ITZKOWITZ Aliya [LTFC]
3= YATES Georgia [CANTERBURY]
5. LILLYCROP Megan [BRIDGEND]
6. NOREJKO Teresa [TRURO]
7. MAIDWELL-SMITH Alex [TRURO]
8. BRADLEY Eucalypta [CAMDEN]
9. SOSNOWSKA Izabela [CAMDEN]
10. CARSON Victoria [CITY]
11. HOUSEMAN Gabriella [XIPHPOI]
12. RUAX Emily [RIVINGTON PARK]
13. NELSON Hannah [BRENTWOOD]
14. LEWIS Jessica [LASZLO]
15. ANIL Shreya [TRURO]
16. PRADHAN Jzuee [NLSC]

SHROPSHIRE OPEN: 26/27.9.09
Men’s Foil (40)
1. ALEXANDER David [U/A]
2. HOLDER Peter [PAUL]
3= EATON-ROSEN Zach [BOSTON]
3= ROSE Austen [SWINDON]
5. MORRIS Richard [MELIA]
6. ELLIS-REES Thomas [BOSTON]
7. ORCHART George [GWENT]
8. WILLIAMS Gavin [STORMONT]
9. RYSDALE Ed [SHREWSBURY]
10. HOULDSWORTH Alistair [BELFAST]
11. RUDGE Gavin [SUTTON COLDFIELD]
12. CHENG Vinton [PRESTON]
13. MASSEY Oliver [ABERYSTWYTH UNI]
14. ELLIKER Daniel [BIRMINGHAM]
15. CAWDRON Rob [LEICESTER UNI]
16. POWELL Matthew [SOLIHULL]

Women’s Foil (23)
1. JOHNSON Lydia [WREXHAM]
2. KWOK Rachel [ACADEMY]
3= SEGALL Emma-Tina [WOKING]
3= TOWNSEND Dawn [SWAY]
5. ARCHER Kati [DUNES]
6. ORCHART Olivia [BANGOR]
7. DIFFORD Abi [GWENT]
8. TOTH Bernadett [URSA]

Men’s Epee (75)
1. JENNINGS Robert [LTFC]
2. CARTY Greg [STOCKPORT]
3= HENDERSON Matt [NEWCASTLE]
3= McARTHUR Andrew [STOCKPORT]
5. TOWNSON Paul [CADS]
6. DALTON Matthew [HAVERSTOCK]
7. MILLER Dan [RAVEN]
8. ROCKS Christopher [SHETLAND]
9. ORME Graham [RAF]
10. PARKIN Thomas [BIRMINGHAM UNI]
11. CHALMERS John [BATH]
12. KNOWLES Allan [READING]
13. HOYLE Philip [FRISBY]
14. HARRINGTON James [CARDIFF]
15. FLATT Robert [PLYMOUTH]
16. MURPHY Nicholas [BOLTON]
17. POLLARD Anton [HAVERSTOCK]
18. NORTHAM Stephen [BIRMINGHAM]

19. IRELAND Morys [CCFC]
20. EATON-ROSEN Zach [BOSTON]
21. BRIGGS Ian [U/A]
22. MASSEY Oliver [ABERYSTWYTH UNI]
23. McCALL Chris [STAR]
24. LOCKYER James [SKIPTON]
25. CHARLESWORTH Ellis

[WINGERWORTH]
26. KLENCZAR Anthony [WINGERWORTH]
27. WILLMOTT Paul [NORTHAMPTON]
28. VAN GEMEREN-EVERT William

[WINGERWORTH]
29. WINTER Andrew [EDINBURGH]
30. TELFER Max [WINGERWORTH]
31. KEPPIE Matthew [STOCKPORT]
32. BROOKE-SMITH Jonathan [WREKIN]

Women’s Epee (16)
1. HELYER Louise [MPAGB]
2. RADFORD Amy [MALVERN]
3= CHENNEOUR-COCKING Hannah

[MALVERN]
3= KETTLE Gabriela [RGSAO]
5. SPINLOVE Eryn [BIRMINGHAM UNI]
6. REES Gabriella [DDRAIG WERN]
7. CORMACK Ellie [KENILWORTH]
8. MURRAY Samantha [MPAGB]

Men’s Sabre (34)
1. NICHOLLS Thomas [CHILLWELL]
2. MOTTERSHEAD Tom [ROMILEY]
3= LANGHORN Alex [CHILLWELL]
3= ROCKS Stephen [SHETLAND]
5. BURTON David [WREKIN]
6. BOUGHTON Justin [HUNT-ROEDER]
7. AZUMA Keita [UA2]
8. HODGSON Simon [CHICHESTER]
9. CHARLES Nick [NOTTINGHAM UNI]
10. GHOSH Julian [SCIMITAR]
11. WALLER Adam [RIDINGS]
12. WANG Henry [U/A]
13. GIBBS Sam [SWINDON]
14. GOUGH Steven [HUNT-ROEDER]
15. GARRITY Michael [STRATFORD]
16. PEARSON Andy [CARDIFF]

Women’s Sabre (19)
1. HUNTER-THOMAS Laura [SCIMITAR]
2. POTTER Emma [BIRMINGHAM]
3= MURPHY Charlotte [SHAKESPEARE]
3= TURNER Eloise [BATH]
5. LASANCE Rachel [TAMESIDE]
6. LITTLE Emma-Louise [RIDINGS]
7. RANDLES Lisa [WREKIN]
8. NAREY Michele [WHITE EAGLE]

BRITISH CADET/JUNIOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS: 3/4.10.09
CADET
Men’s Foil (77)
1. RATTAN Amol [NEWHAM]
2. ARCHER Kristjan [CAMBRIDGE]
3= CORLETT Thomas [KISS]
3= HENDRIE George [CHICHESTER]
5. ROBINSON Alex [SUSSEX HOUSE]
6. TOFALIDES Alex [PAUL]
7. SAVIN Alexander [NEWHAM]
8. CLARKE Thomas [A & C]
9. JAMSHIDI Sean [BRISTOL]
10. CHERITON Kareem [SUSSEX HOUSE]
11. COHN-GORDON Reuben [CAMBRIDGE

CADETS]
12. SALE Joseph [ESPADA]
13. MINSHALL William [WFFC]
14. LEE Toby [ALDERSHOT]
15. FITTON Matthew [KISS]
16. BAILEY George [MILLFIELD]
17. AVRIL Casey [WFFC]
18. WARD Samuel [CHILWELL]
19. SADIQ Hussein [ACADEMY]
20. BICKERS Ben [BRISTOL]
21. WATSON Jack [AFFONDO]
22. HADLEY James [MELIA]
23. BROSNAN James [PAUL]
24. CHU Andrew [LOUTH]
25. RAI Rajan [GRAVESHAM]
26. MOSS William [LOUTH]
27. LLOYD Alexander [SUSSEX HOUSE]
28. WOOLLARD Max [FIGHTING FIT]
29. SHARMAN Conor [HATHERN]
30. WILDE Ronan [SOAR]
31. RUSSELL Steven [WFFC]
32. FEASTER Daniel [EVESHAM]

Women’s Foil (54)
1. KING Leah [FIGHTING FIT]
2. CLARKE Ruth [WFFC]
3= CRAIG Alex [LASZLO]
3= McDERMOTT Chiara [CRAWLEY]
5. KERR Hannah [CAMBRIDGE]
6. MASON Anita [MELIA]

7. FIHOSY Ayesha [BOSTON]
8. MASON Sophie [KISS]
9. LINEHAM Amy [PAUL]
10. COLLISTER Stephanie [WREXHAM]
11. FRANCIS Raelle [ACADEMY]
12. DICKSON Chloe [DUNFERMLINE]
13. PEKER Cecilia [FIGHTING FIT]
14. HAMSON Rachael [LEICESTER]
15. KUBLER Ife [NEWHAM]
16. TOMLINSON Elen [LA ROCHELLE]
17. SUDDERICK Zoe [ALDERSHOT]
18. BEARDMORE Katherine [FIGHTING FIT]
19. GILMOUR Natasha [FIGHTING FIT]
20. HENDRY Irma [SULLIVAN]
21. SAYERS Zoe [WFFC]
22. JOHNSON Rowena [RED MAIDS]
23. FITTON Alexandra [KISS]
23. MARTIN Lorna [ALDERSHOT]
25. McCLELLAND Lara [DURHAM]
26. DOMANSKI Nadia [ALDERSHOT]
27. KEYS Olivia [MELIA]
28. DUNTON Tanya [EDINBURGH]
29. FRANKLIN Jessica [PAUL]
30. SEGALL Grace [WOKING]
31. SUDDERICK Phoebe [ALDERSHOT]
32. ELLIS Samantha [SHERWOOD]

Men’s Epee (69)
1. FREWIN James [REDHILL & REIGATE]
2. MARSH Philip [BATH]
3= HUDSON Jack [ABERDEEN]
3= MING Daniel [HYMERS COL]
5. RIDLEY Sam [NEWCASTLE]
6. PHILLIPSON Andrew [CADS]
7. SANCHEZ-LETHEM Paul [BRIXTON]
8. POWELL Thomas [WARWICK]
9. PAIGE Alexander [EGHAM]
10. STURGEON William [DDRAIG WERN]
11. CROSS Dominic [WEST LANCS]
12. CAPERN-BURGESS Aubrey [HYMERS

COL]
13. DIXON Andrew [NEWCASTLE]
14. HARRIS Richard [REDDITCH]
15. CURRAN-JONES Tomas [BRIXTON]
16. EDWARDS Thomas [REDHILL &

REIGATE]
17. FOSTER Adam [BRIXTON]
18. GERMANY William [NEWCASTLE]
18. RAPSON Alec [MUCH WENLOCK]
20. THOMSON Campbell [LINLITHGOW]
21. LITTLER Joe [SHEFFIELD BUCCS]
22. PINKERTON Steven [TRURO]
23. PECK Harry [ELTHAM COL]
24. ALBERT Jamie [HARROGATE]
25. HAWKSWORTH George [VALE]
26. DICKINSON Aiden [NEWCASTLE]
27. BOYLE Samuel [FRISBY]
28. MELHUISH George [ONE ON ONE]
29. ACKERMAN Jamie [TRURO]
30. HOULIHAN Jonathon [WARWICK]
31. ARNOLD Daniel [DDRAIG WERN]
32. JOHNSON Jamie [KING'S

CANTERBURY]

Women’s Epee (37)
1. CHANG Caitlin [HARROGATE]
2. RADFORD Amy [MALVERN]
3= BARRINGTON Georgina [PLYMOUTH]
3= DENHAM Toni [LAWRENCE]
5. JOWSEY Molly [SKIPTON]
6. MAYLE Rebecca [READING]
7. McSORLEY Eimile [FOYLE]
8. GREETHAM Sadie [HARROGATE]
9. HENSHALL Lucy [MALVERN COL]
10. WARDLE Charlotte [REDHILL &

REIGATE]
11. POWELL Elisabeth [MELIA]
12. DOUGLAS Rebecca [ETON]
13. MACKINNON Leonora [126]
14. HARVEY Abigail [TEAM NEWCASTLE]
15. STRATFORD Miranda [MANCHESTER]
16. PIPES Laura [HARROGATE]

Men’s Sabre (71)
1. AIYENURO Soji [CAMDEN]
2. BOTELER Harry [ETON COL]
3= ARTESI Fabio [CAMDEN]
3= WALKER Henry [TRURO]
5. McLEOD Michael [TAUNTON]
5. WILLIAMS Gruffydd [DDRAIG WERN]
7. EDMUNDSON Sam [MX]
8. LAWRENCE Chris [BEDFORD]
9. ROGERSON Noah [TRURO]
10. JENNINGS Patrick [RIVINGTON PARK]
11. HERING Michael [NLSC]
12. SIMMONS John [SHAKESPEARE]
13. DOWSE Niall [MX]
14. ARTESI Gianfranco [CAMDEN]
15. POTTER James [NLSC]
16. BRITTON Gregory [CHILWELL]
17. HENDRA Thomas [TRURO]
18. WILLIAMS Nicholas [NLSC]
19. DEARY William [TRURO]

20. HUDSON Matthew [ONE ON ONE]
21. VEITCH Robert [SHEFFIELD]
22. BETTLE William [CADS]
23. SCOTT Stuart [LASZLO]
24. YOUNG Sebastian [SHAKESPEARE]
25. KIM Edward [MX]
26. SLANKARD Kirk [MX]
27. AU Jordan [ESPADA]
27. DUNTON Andrew [EDINBURGH]
29. MADLEY George [URSA]
30. CAVACIUTI Nicholas [NLSC]
31. COOPER Samuel [SHAKESPEARE]
32. HUMFRESS Alexander [SHAKESPEARE]

Women’s Sabre (33)
1. RIDGEON Verity [SCIMITAR]
2. JONES Libby [DDRAIG WERN]
3= CARSON Victoria [CITY]
3= LEWIS Jessica [LASZLO]
5. RUAUX Emily [RIVINGTON PARK]
6. MAIDWELL-SMITH Alice [TRURO]
7. YATES Georgia [CITY]
8. LILLYCROP Megan [BRIDGEND]
9. SPENCE Niamh [FOYLE]
10. BEDDOE Megan [MX]
11. WHITE Lucy [BATH]
12. HARRIS Philippa [SHEFFIELD]
13. BRADLEY Eucalypta [CAMDEN]
14. NOREJKO Teresa [TRURO]
15. LUCAS Bethan [BEDFORD]
16. MURRAY Jessica [EDINBURGH]

JUNIOR
Men’s Foil (92)
1. DAVIS James [PAUL]
2. ROSOWSKY Husayn [U/A]
3= FITZGERALD Jamie [WFFC]
3= MELIA Rhys [MELIA]
5. TOFALIDES Alex [PAUL]
6. HOLDER Peter [PAUL]
7. MEPSTEAD Marcus [SUSSEX HOUSE]
8. ROBINSON Alex [SUSSEX HOUSE]
9. BARWELL Peter [PAUL]
10. ALLEN Thomas [SUSSEX HOUSE]
11. O'DONNELL Callum [WFFC]
12. HENDRIE George [CHICHESTER]
13. RATTAN Amol [NEWHAM]
14. PEGGS Ben [PAUL]
15. SALE Joseph [ESPADA]
16. ARCHER Kristjan [CAMBRIDGE]
17. HENDRIE Thomas [CHICHESTER]
18. MORRIS Richard [WARWICK SCHOOL]
19. CORLETT Thomas [KISS]
20. CHERITON Kareem [SUSSEX HOUSE]
21. ROBERTS Ben [WREXHAM]
22. WATSON Jack [AFFONDO]
23. MAKUCEWICZ Alek [ALDERSHOT]
24. CLARKE Thomas [A & C]
25. COHN-GORDON Reuben [CAMBRIDGE

CADETS]
26. INGLESON Ross [CAMBRIDGE]
27. FITTON Matthew [KISS]
28. SCOURFIELD Jason [BRISTOL]
29. BRYANT Acland [PAUL]
30. LEE Toby [ALDERSHOT]
31. DAVIDSON Scott [WFFC]
32. OZANNE Pierre [ONE ON ONE]

Women’s Foil (60)
1. SIBERT Catriona [EDINBURGH]
2. NG Elizabeth [ALDERSHOT]
3= KING Leah [FIGHTING FIT]
3= MULLINS Philippa [OXFORD UNI]
5. BARLOW Nikki [ALDERSHOT]
6. WILLIAMS Grace [SIDMOUTH]
7. CRAIG Alex [LASZLO]
8. THOMSON Natasha [WFFC]
9. HANNAY Georgia [BRISTOL]
10. HYMAN Amy [126]
11. PAWEL Andrea [BOSTON]
12. PIOLI Francesca [BROMSGROVE]
13. HAMSON Rachael [LEICESTER]
14. LINEHAM Amy [PAUL]
15. McDERMOTT Chiara [CRAWLEY]
16. WILTSHIRE Laura [MILLFIELD]
17. STAFFORD Grace [ALDERSHOT]
18. DE SAINTE CROIX Mhairi [WALLACE]
19. MASON Sophie [KISS]
20. TURNER Maddison [BRAAID]
21. FIHOSY Ayesha [BOSTON]
22. MITCHELL Alice [ALDERSHOT]
23. KUBLER Ife [NEWHAM]
24. FITTON Alexandra [KISS]
25. MULLINS Genevieve [CAMBRIDGE]
26. COLLISTER Stephanie [WREXHAM]
27. SUDDERICK Phoebe [ALDERSHOT]
28. CLARKE Ruth [WFFC]
29. WARD Kirsty [WALLACE]
30. SEGALL Grace [WOKING]
31. SEGALL Emma-Tina [WOKING]
32. SOLLY Helen [SHEFFIELD BUCCS]
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Men’s Epee (84)
1. MAY Jonathan [HAVERSTOCK]
2. HUDSON Jack [ABERDEEN]
3= ALLEN James [LTFC]
3= MARSH Philip [BATH]
5. HARRIS James [REDDITCH]
6. STEWART-WATSON David [PLYMOUTH]
7. CARTY Gregory [STOCKPORT]
8. FREWIN James [REDHILL & REIGATE]
9. THOMAS Gareth [TIGER]
10. HAY Christopher [WELLINGTON]
11. ALBERT Jamie [HARROGATE]
12. BURNSIDE David [FOYLE]
13. JEFFERSON Lloyd [BRIGHTON & HOVE]
14. CAPERN-BURGESS Aubrey [HYMERS

COL]
15. EDGAR Stephen [SHEFFIELD UNI]
16. MING Daniel [HYMERS COL]
17. GULLIVER Harry [READING]
18. HENDERSON Matthew [NEWCASTLE]
19. GUNPUT Satya [LTFC]
20. CURRAN-JONES Tomas [BRIXTON]
21. POWELL Thomas [WARWICK]
21. SANCHEZ-LETHEM Paul [BRIXTON]
23. PINKERTON Steven [TRURO]
23. WHITTLE Simon [STONYHURST COL]
25. ALLEN Robert [LTFC]
26. McCONNELL Owen [FOYLE]
27. RIDLEY Sam [NEWCASTLE]
28. PAIGE Alexander [EGHAM]
29. LITTLER Joe [SHEFFIELD BUCCS]
30. JOHNSTON Josh [WFFC]
31. LAWRENCE Kristian [LAWRENCE]
32. HARBISON Sean [KING'S

CANTERBURY]

Women’s Epee (52)
1. McGEEVER Jenny [WELLINGTON]
2. HIGHTON Elizabeth [RIBBLE VAL]
3= DENHAM Toni [LAWRENCE]
3= RADFORD Amy [MALVERN]
5. BARRINGTON Georgina [PLYMOUTH]
5. CHANG Caitlin [HARROGATE]
7. SHAW Chloe [JOSEPH]
8. SHACKLETON Hannah [STOCKPORT]
9. YOUNG Kat [BATH]
10. SMITH Katrina [TRURO]
11. HARVEY Abi [NEWCASTLE]
12. ST CLAIR-JONES Sophie [REDHILL &

REIGATE]
13. FULLER Lydia [DUROVERNUM]
14. JOWSEY Molly [SKIPTON]
15. EVANS Ali [WFFC]
16. LEWIS-OLIVER Natasha [REDHILL &

REIGATE]
17. MACKINNON Leonora [126]
18. KETTLE Gaby [RGS]
19. STRATFORD Miranda [MANCHESTER]
20. THOMAS Rebecca [TIGER]
21. BOWERS Jacquelynne [ETON]
22. WIVELL Madeleine [HARROGATE]
23. LAMB Fawn [NORTHUMBRIA]
24. BIRD Florence [MILLFIELD]
25. RIDSDALE Lucy [LASZLO]
26. POWELL Elisabeth [MELIA]
27. JONES Caitlin [ETON]
28. OSBALDESTON Jessica [TRURO]
29. DOUGLAS Rebecca [ETON]
30. HENSHALL Lucy [MALVERN COL]
31. WEDGE-THOMAS Bryony

[WELLINGTON]
32. MAYLE Rebecca [READING]

Men’s Sabre (68)
1. RATNESWARAN Maiyuran [LTFC]
2. MILLER Curtis [CAMDEN]
3= LAWRENCE Chris [BEDFORD]
3= WALKER Henry [TRURO]
5. FOTHERBY William [XIPHOI]
6. AIYENURO Soji [CAMDEN]
7. D'AGOSTINO Matthew [EDINBURGH]
8. LEWIS Nathaniel [TAUNTON]
9. VONDEE Morgan [MILLFIELD]
10. CLARKE Michael [EDINBURGH]
11. BOTELER Harry [ETON COL]
12. DOWSE Niall [MX]
13. ROGERSON Noah [TRURO]
14. BALES Michael [CADS]
15. DIXON Stuart [MILLFIELD]
15. WARD Fraser [ONE ON ONE]
17. HOWES Anton [U/A]
18. KITSON Lee [FOYLE]
19. MCLEOD Michael [TAUNTON]
20. ARTESI Fabio [CAMDEN]
21. CHIVERS Matthew [SHAKESPEARE]
22. CAVACIUTI Nicholas [NLSC]
23. EDMUNDSON Sam [MX FENCING

CLUB]
24. LUCAS Benjamin [BEDFORD]
25. VEITCH Robert [SHEFFIELD]
26. ARTESI Gianfranco [CAMDEN]
27. HENDRA Thomas [TRURO]
28. SCHOFIELD Jordan [BEDFORD]

29. DUNTON Andrew [EDINBURGH]
30. SLINGSBY-SMITH Zachary [TAUNTON]
31. BETTLE William [CADS]
32. HUDSON Matthew [ONE ON ONE]

Women’s Sabre (41)
1. WILLIAMS Sophie [TRURO]
2. DAVIES Jessica [BRISTOL]
3= HUNTER-THOMAS Laura [U/A]
3= TILLOTT Jennie [NEWCASTLE]
5. PRADHAN Jzuee [NLSC]
6. JONES Libby [DDRAIG WERN]
7. TURNER Eloise [BATH]
8. ROBINSON Zoe [TRURO]
9. MILES MATLI Anna [ROMILEY]
10. WATSON Alice [CADS]
11. ROBB Francine [KING HENRY VIII]
12. PICKERING Nicole [EDINBURGH]
13. HARRIS Philippa [SHEFFIELD]
14. CARSON Victoria [CITY]
15. RIDGEON Verity [SCIMITAR]
16. REES Stephanie [BATH]

SUSSEX OPEN: 3/4.10.09
Men’s Foil (42)
1. BRADLEY Blaise [BOSTON]
2. WOOD Adam [BOSTON]
3= QUESTIER Michael [CRAWLEY]
3= DARROUX Steve [SMJ]
5. MACCHIAROLA Alessandr [BOSTON]
6. ELLIS-REES Thomas [BOSTON]
7. INNES Tim [CRAWLEY]
8. DREW Ben [BOSTON]
9. WEEKES Jonathan [BOSTON]
10. WEEDON Max [ARMY]
11. POWELL Chris [RUSSELL]
12. SOUTHWELL Andrew [PORTSMOUTH]
13. CAUSTON Brian [BRIGHTON & HOVE]
14. PLUMB Oliver [CRAWLEY]
15. HAZELWOOD Daniel [BOSTON]
16. WATTS John [CRAWLEY]

Women’s Foil (13)
1. TELLER Taran [BOSTON]
2. RAHMAN Naveen [ARMY]
3= MORRIS Jenny [PORTSMOUTH]
3= STEACY Sarah [CRAWLEY]
5. TOWNSEND Dawn [SWAY]
6. FINDLAY Angela [U/A]
7. KWOK Charlie [BOSTON]
8. ROBEHMED Sascha [U/A]

Men’s Epee (96)
1. BURKHALTER Marc [U/A]
2. DODWELL Matthew [ACTIVE 8]
3= FLATT Robert [PLYMOUTH]
3= NICHOLLS Taran [REDHILL & REIGATE]
5. TREDGER Dudley [CRAWLEY]
6. BLENCH Toby [HAVERSTOCK]
7. FARINA Gianluca [HAVERSTOCK]
8. KNOWLES Alan [READING]
9. CULLING Andrew [HAVERSTOCK]
10. GANDOLFI Miles [126]
11. SCRIMSHAW Jason [LTFC]
12. BRADLEY Jonathan [LTFC]
13. TOWNSON Paul [CADS]
14. FITZPATRICK Paul [HAVERSTOCK]
15. STEINER Adam [GADASKI]
16. CHAUDREY Paveen [U/A]
17. BARBASAIEWICZ Philippe [READING]
18. WEST Howard [LTFC]
19. HARDING Tim [BEXLEY]
20. CAMPBELL Niall [READING]
21. FISHER Gordon [NOTTS]
22. BRYAN Wayne [CADS]
23. BUZWELL Tim [LTFC]
24. WEEDON Max [ARMY]
25. MILLER Dan [RAVEN]
26. RAJ Jeremy [HAVERSTOCK]
27. PRIME John [BEDFORD]
28. COLETTI Emmanuel [BEDFORD]
29. HILLIER David [READING]
30. BARBASAIEWITCH Alaine [READING]
31. JENNINGS Robert [LTFC]
32. TUCKER Mark [CRAWLEY]

Women’s Epee (34)
1. GOODMAN Jenni [ARMY]
2. HULL Nicola [MAIDSTONE]
3= MORRIS Jenny [PORTSMOUTH]
3= KEPPLER Bronagh [HAVERSTOCK]
5. SPINLOVE Eryn [BIRMINGHAM UNI]
6. JARROLD Heather [ROSE]
7. HUGHES Samantha [OXFORD]
8. GALLANT Lucinda [HAVERSTOCK]
9. BROOKES-TODORIC Rachel [GADASKI]
10. RAHMAN Naveen [ARMY]
11. HOWELL Verity [READING]
12. NEVALA Outi [HAVERSTOCK]
13. ONIYE Margarette [LTFC]
14. WEBSTER Amanada [JOSEPH]

15. SPENCE Sara [HAVERSTOCK]
16. WATSON Amie [GADASKI]

ASHTON OPEN: 18.10.09
Men’s Foil (29)
1. EXETER Tom [LEEDS UNI]
2. HOULDSWORTH Alastair [BELFAST]
3= KRAATZ Ingvar [EEDS UNI]
3= WILLIAMS Gavin [STORMONT]
5. FLETCHER Thomas [BOLTON]
6. PATTERSON Liam [LEEDS]
7. CHARLES-HENDY David [WREXHAM]
8. POWELL Matthew [SOLIHULL]

Women’s Foil (10)
1. ARCHER Kati [DUNES]
2. HEYES Cathy [PRESTON]
3= DE LARGE Kim [LOUTH]
3= WRAY Katie [KISS]

Men’s Epee (32)
1. GARDNER Aaron [LANCASTER UNI]
2. MILLER Daniel [RAVEN]
3= NORTHAM Stephen [BIRMINGHAM]
3= SPICER Tristan [NEWCASTLE]
5. TAYLOR Simon [WINGERWORTH]
6. BULLWARD Alistair [U/A]
7. COOPER Paul [STOCKPORT]
8. STOKES Nick [LEEDS]
9. REID Chris [BANGOR UNI]
10. KELNCZAR Anthony [WINGERWORTH]
11. McARTHUR Andrew [STOCKPORT]
12. CALLANAN Denis [WREXHAM]
13. WARD Granville [MHFC]
14. ROWE-HAYNES Max [APOCALYPSE]
15. TELFER Max [SHEFFIELD]
16. FERNANDES Nicholas [U/A]

Women’s Epee (14)
1. LOMAS Megan [TAMESIDE]
2. BOTTOMS Lindsay [STOCKPORT]
3= BUTTON Lori [SWANSEA]
3= YATE Jenny [CARDIFF]
5. PIPES Laura [HARROGATE]
6. SMIRTHWAITE Andrea [STOCKPORT]
7. GALTREY Jodie [HARROGATE]
8. ELLIS Rebecca [YORK UNI]

Men’s Sabre (15)
1. Woollands David [AXHOLME]
2. Morris Carl [SEACOURT]
3= Compton Michael [COTSWOLD]
3= Hinegan Lee [BOLTON]
5. Byrne Kieran [TAMESIDE]
6. O'NEILL Daniel [HUNTROWEDE]
7. McDONAGH James [BANGOR UNI]
8. Moffatt Carl [STRATFORD]

Women’s Sabre (20)
1. LASANCE Rachel [TAMESIDE]
2. GILMORE Monica [LASZLO]
3= JONES Wednesday [BANGOR UNI]
3= WILLIAMS Sheila [LTFC]
5. WRIGHT Lucy [SEACOURT]
6. BINGLE Hannah [COTSWOLD]
7. McCUE Sarah [ASHTON]
8. MITCHELL Lesley [TAMESIDE]

NATIONAL WHEELCHAIR
CHAMPIONSHIPS: 24/25.10.09

Men’s Foil (6)
1. WILSON Simon
2. HALL-BUTCHER Tom
3. HANNEY Mike

Women’s Foil (6)
1. ROCKETT Suzi
2. MILLS Vivien
3. FITZGERALD Olwyn

Men’s Epee (7)
1. WILSON Simon
2. HALL-BUTCHER Tom
3. HANNEY Mike

Women’s Epee (6)
1. ROCKETT Suzi
2. MILLS Vivien
3. FITZGERALD Olwyn

Men’s Sabre (5)
1. HALL-BUTCHER Tom
2. DERBYSHIRE Adrian
3. WILSON Simon

Women’s Sabre (5)
1. MILLS Vivien
2. TAYLOR Katie
3. MOORE Justine

Junior Mixed Foil (3)
1. DOWN Gabby
2. MOORE Justine
3. BAKER Matthew

Junior Mixed Epee (3)
1. MOORE Justine
2. DOWN Gabby
3. BAKER Matthew

Junior Mixed Sabre (3)
1. MOORE Justine
2. BAKER Matthew
3. DOWN Gabby

LANCASTER OPEN: 7/8.11.09
Mixed Foil (44)
1. KRAATZ Ingvar (LEEDS UNI)
2. LEVY James (MANCHESTER)
3= FLETCHER Thomas (BOLTON)
4= WILD Chris (LEEDS UNI)
5. CHARLES-HENDY David (WREXHAM)
6. LAMB Sarah (LANCASTER UNI)
7. BISHOP Alex (LEEDS UNI)
8. HENDERSON Stuart (NEWCASTLE)
9. COHEN Laurence (EDINBURGH UNI)
10. HOLT-DAVIS Hannah (KENDAL)
11. ANDREWS Dave (KENDAL)
12. CHINN Liz (PRESTON)
13. HIGHES Erica (LIVERPOOL)
14. BURNETT Anna (EDINBURGH UNI)
15. BUZWELL Tim (LANCASTER UNI)
16. HOLT-DAVIS Chris (KENDAL)

Mixed Epee (44)
1. GARDNER Aaron (LANCASTER UNI)
2. CARNEC Yves (U/A)
3= ATKINSON David (LIVERPOOL UNI)
3= McMIKEN Brian (U/A)
5. BUZWELL Tim (LANCASTER UNI)
6. McARTHUR Andrew (STOCKPORT)
7. WANG Octavian (UCLAN)
8. ROWE-HAYNES Maxwell (UCLAN)
9. FLETCHER Thomas (BOLTON)
10. WILLIAMS Paul (CRESSY)
11. CROSS Dom (WEST LANCS)
12. WILLIAMSON Peter (WIRRAL)
13. HINNIGAN Lee (BOLTON)
14. BOTTOMS Lindsay (UCLAN)
15. VAREY Dave (BOLTON)
16. MACUR Sean (LANCASTER UNI)

WELSH OPEN: 14/15.11.09
Men’s Foil (110)
1. MELIA Rhys [MELIA]
2. MANSOUR David [SUSSEX HOUSE]
3= PEGGS Ben [PAUL]
3= SCOURFIELD Jason [BRISTOL]
5. ROBINSON Alex [SUSSEX HOUSE]
6. ROBINSON Daniel [SUSSEX HOUSE]
7. BILLING Matthew [BRISTOL UNI]
8. ARRON Oscar [CLIFTON COL]
9. SHILLINGFORD Warren [LAWRENCE]
10. SHILLINGFORD Jason [LAWRENCE]
11. ANDERSON Robert [BOSTON]
12. JAMSHIDI Sean [BRISTOL]
13. WARD Sam [CHILWELL]
14. SHEARMAN Mathew [OXFORD UNI]
15. DOOTSON Nick [MANCHESTER]
16. ALEXANDER David [U/A]
17. CHERITON Kareem [SUSSEX HOUSE]
18. LOGGIE James [EDINBURGH]
19. EATON-ROSEN Zach [BOSTON]
20. ALLEN Thomas [SUSSEX HOUSE]
21. HENDRIE George [SUSSEX HOUSE]
22. SALE Joseph [ESPADA]
23. LOGGIE Douglas [EDINBURGH UNI]
24. FORBES Christopher [A & C]
25. WEEKES Jonathan [BOSTON]
26. BRADLEY Blaise [BOSTON]
27. WOOD Adam [BOSTON]
28. HENDRIE Thomas [CHICHESTER]
29. HART Graeme [RAF]
30. DEAN Freddie [BOSTON]
31. MAKUCEWICZ Alek [ALDERSHOT]
32. TANNOCK Neill [ABERDEEN]

Women’s Foil (71)
1. SHEPPARD Natalia [POL]
2. BENNETT Claire [PAUL]
3= BRYARS Hannah [CENTRAL LONDON]
3= MULLINS Philippa [OXFORD UNI]
5. HUGHES Elaine [BATH]
6. BENSON Carolyn [WREXHAM]
7. BARLOW Nikki [ALDERSHOT]
8. THOMSON Natasha [WFFC]
9. SIBERT Catriona [EDINBURGH]
10. PIOLI Francesca [BROMSGROVE]
11. ROBINSON Anna [BRISTOL UNI]
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